
Ready for a flying 
start of your career?

Join our 1-year #NextStep
Internship Program!

Still wondering if sales are your true calling in life? Or is it the engineering? And why not business support? Stop 
guessing and apply for our 1-year #NextStep internship program to see how the land lies in a real business
environment!

What you will DO within the #NextStep program:

▪ Get acquainted with the various Siemens businesses within 4-month rotation periods

▪ Gain a real experience with the latest cutting-edge technologies 

▪ Have dedicated mentors who will support and train you

▪ Have access to a variety of courses and trainings according to a pre-selected plan

▪ Receive fair remuneration for the work done

▪ And, last but not least, have a REAL chance to get a job offer at Siemens after or even during the program

What you will NOT DO within the #NextStep program:
▪ Fetch coffee to your managers as you've seen in the movies ("Cafe au Lait, with 2 drops of Cashew milk

and three teaspoons of organic brown sugar ... With 2 drops of milk, I said !“);

▪ Spend your day on social networks until you’re told to shred some documents;

▪ Establish close emotional connection with the copy machine after spending long hours together;

▪ Get bored.

What we offer:

▪ An environment where everyone can bring their whole self to work and feel a sense of belonging.

▪ Flexible working mode with options for part or full time

▪ Competitively paid internship

▪ Real opportunity for career path at global leading technology company 

Already intrigued? Here's what you should bring to the table for a successful application:

▪ Recentlygraduated or a student in engineering (after completion of at least 1st year of study) in the follow 
engineering fields of higher education: Automation, Information and controlling equipment, 
Information technologies, Communication equipment and technologies, Computer systems and 
technologies;

▪ Good command of English;

▪ Proactive, open-minded, ready to develop and try new things.

How to apply? It’seasy – just follow the link and make the #NextStep of your career!

https://sie.ag/3uVCKII

